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Abstract



Part I

The blind search



Blind search in Gaia DR2

“Gaia does not exclusively observe stars: all objects  
brighter than G ≈ 20 mag are observed, [...].”

- Gaia: Science Performance



Data structure: Missing value sets in Gaia



Subset distributions: G-magnitude



Clustering pipeline

1. Give each data point a label

2. Validate clustering



Clustering cycle

1. Give each data point a label

2. Validate clustering (then go back to 1.)



Choosing the algorithm

Requirements

● Deal with non-linearities between 
variables
○ Flexible model

● Applicable to millions of data points

Source: Gaia Collaboration (2018)



Reducing dimensions - Manifold learning

If variables depend on each other their joint 

distribution does not span the whole space

→ data lies on (around) the support of the joint 

distribution 

Manifold: underlying support of the data 

distribution known only through finite 

sampling



Reducing dimensions - Manifold learning

Source: Scikit Learn (scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/manifold.html)



Reducing dimensions - Manifold learning

BUT: We generally do not know the 
dimensionality of the intrinsic manifold

→ Can lose valuable information
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Reducing dimensions - Autoencoder



Deep embedded clustering (Xie et al. 2016)

● Use neural net as powerful feature extractor

● Introduce a second training phase where the representation in the 

mapping to the latent space is optimized for k-Means clustering

○ Set centroids (hyperparameter) in latent space and force points 

around these centroids to be t-distributed by minimizing KL 

divergence loss term 



Deep embedded clustering (Xie et al. 2016)



Deep embedded clustering on Gaia data
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Deep embedded clustering on Gaia data



Part II

Feature engineering for 
robust OC extraction





Stellar clusters

Source: Meingast et al. (2019)



Stellar clusters - feature space

● 5D feature space: XYZ + PMs

● The feature space is dominated by noise

● OC have different densities



Feature engineering



Feature adding



Feature adding

A
G
E



Age engineering

● Fitting a curve to the data which you 

believe are members of your cluster

● Usually quite messy, isochrone models 

are not perfect

Source: Meingast et al. (2019)



Age engineering

1. Take a point from the sample
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